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Trio of top Australian scientists to headline SOLD OUT
Women for the Environment Breakfast in Sydney
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The panel moderator is Dr Ann Jones, presenter
of the ABC’s popular nature program Off Track.
The event follows on from seven successful
Ann is an experienced journalist and nature lover
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ANZ is a proud sponsor of the breakfast.
The format will be a breakfast panel discussion,
investigating the critical environmental issues of
our time, and the key role women are playing in
solving them. On the panel are:


Dr Rebecca Spindler
Rebecca is Bush Heritage’s Executive
Manager of Science and Conservation. An
experienced conservation scientist with
more than 20 years in the field, she was
the
Manager
of
Research
and
Conservation at Taronga Zoo and has
managed science programs in China,
Brazil and the US.

Tickets are $65 per person or $500 for a table of
nine, with all funds raised supporting Bush
Heritage’s vital conservation work across the
country.
For more information about Bush Heritage,
visit www.bushheritage.org.au
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